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Hevolus Innovation

Description:
An Italian B2B company specialized 
in the research and development 
of innovative business models for 
the retail furniture industry, aimed at 
creating phygital customer experience
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AR/VR SPECIAL

Deemed as the next-gen technology with significant 
potential, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality 
(VR) are profoundly transforming the way people live 
and work. Closely related to one another, both AR and 
VR are driving huge traction in the industries such as 

entertainment, healthcare, training and learning, and e-commerce. 
Firms, today, are making use of mobile phones and smart glasses 
that support AR technology to drive in such business sectors. 

Presently, the world is witnessing the rise of standalone VR 
headsets with controllers that allow users to freely immerse 
themselves in the interactive experience provided by VR devices. 
These VR headsets are primarily employed in entertainment gaming 
industries to gain a near reality experience. Besides, VR has also 
proven its proficiency in being a better alternative to the real-world 
training. The technology helps users by providing them with  visual 
information and knowledge, which teaches them to control and 
co-ordinate their psychomotor skills including head movements, 
hand gestures, observation of surroundings, and more. With such 
features and functionalities, VR proves beneficial as the alternative 
for training in sensitive operations like military, healthcare, heavy-
duty manufacturing, pilot training.

Similar to VR, there has been rise of practical and utility-
focused applications in AR. Many large scale businesses are adopting 
innovative AR-powered projects to gain a higher customer base and 
enter the current technology-driven market. Organizations are 
relying on AR applications that engage customers and allow them 
to preview products in their home. On the other hand, artificial 
intelligence (AI) also plays a crucial role in the operations of AR. 
When combined together, both AI and AR could be used to use to 
read and identify products labels using mobile phone or smart 
glasses.

With AR and VR becoming the next-gen technology, which is 
gradually marking their presence in every business sector, decision 
makers of companies are faced with the dilemma of choosing one 
AR/VR solution provider over another. To help executive panels of 
organizations in their endeavours to find the right, reliable AR/VR 
solution provider, a distinguished panel comprising of CEOs, CIOs, 
VCs, and analysts along with the editorial panel of CIOApplications 
Europe have selected a list of AR/VR solution providers that exhibit 
best-of-breed technologies. 

We present to you CIOApplications Europe’ “Top 10 AR/VR 
Solution Providers - 2019”
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Imagine walking into a retail furniture store and 
immediately finding the desired product that just 
happens to be the perfect fit. In addition, this advanced 
retail store is also able to provide the customer 

with instant customizability as well as an endless and 
unimaginable range of choices on the given product range. 

As futuristic and astounding it sounds, the modern retail 
industry has come a long way in forging this imagination 
into reality by combining best retail consumer experiences 
with intelligent technologies.

One such amalgamation of retail and technology is 
the concept of the augmented retail space and mixed 
reality consumer experience powered by the augmented 
reality/virtual reality technology (AR/VR).  Trending as a 
revolutionary game changer, this futuristic retail practice is 
believed to be the next-generational vogue for the modern 
consumers and for those in the future. Spearheading this 
revolution is Hevolus Innovation, a B2Bcompany specialized 
in creating physical customer experiences through 
innovative business models for the retail furniture industry 
and leveraging the true potential of AR/VR. Antonio Squeo, 
Hevolus Innovation CIO, says “Today, changing consumer 
dynamics have deeply transformed the relationship between 
customers and brands making it highly crucial to redesign 

each touch point along the customer 
journey to include the potential 

customers themselves. At the 
same time, it’s essential 

that this transformation 
takes place ensuring three 

fundamental factors: 
cybersecurity, privacy, 
and ethics to build trust 
with the customer”.

Citing the example 
of Natuzzi, one of the 

most important global 
players in the furniture 

industry, Squeo explains the intricacies of the Hevolus’ 
dexterity in action. Segmented into multiple touch points, 
Squeo elaborates Natuzzi customer journey as four stages: 
brand discovery, evaluation, selection, and purchase. In the 
first stage, as the customers enter the Natuzzi showroom, 
they are faced with the physical exhibition of products. 
Showcasing the customers a comprehensive set of product 
range physically can be a confusing and dissatisfactory 
endeavor rendering them clueless of various product aspects 
such as color, combination, and structure. Hevolus offers 
customers a fully augmented retail store and equips them 
with mixed reality headsets. Through these headsets, the 
customers are able to virtually explore their options across 
the physical exhibitions of the products scattered across the 
vastness of the Natuzzi store. 

As the customer steps into the second stage:  evaluating 
and choosing the right model within the augmented store. 
This provides them with the ability to effectively change the 
color, and customize their product according to their taste, 
texture and structure it in mixed reality, while gradually 
approaching the best solution. 

Moving onto the selection process, Hevolus enables the 
retailer to co-create the entire design project along with the 
customer thanks to the use of 3D configurator. “The trust 
that is built through personalized offers, the involvement 
of the customer in the project and technological relevance 
determines the prospects of purchase.”  The retailer then 
proceeds with the interior designing project, adding the 
customer’s favorite model, selecting the size and the 
composition and choosing color combinations and seams. In 
order to assure the complete comprehension and confidence 
of the customer in the product design and its aesthetic value, 
Hevolus allows the retailer to showcase their customers a 
3D model of the bespoke project in the most natural way 
through the help of Microsoft HoloLens.  

The final stage of purchase is made to offer the 
customers a seamless checkout experience along with a 
360-degree rendering that allows them to browse through 
their project design by touching the screen and looking 
through a VR headset and take the model home to showcase 
it to their family and friends.  “The Natuzzi Augmented 
Store developed by Hevolus Innovation has become an 
international success story; Satya Nadella, Microsoft's 
global CEO, talked about it at Microsoft Innovation Summit 
2019 as one of the best examples of digital transformation” 
concludes Squeo. 

Hevolus Innovation
Pioneering Augmented Stores and Phygital Retail 

Antonio Squeo,  
CIO
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